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Since the Bender's growth in popularity as a tool for
aFsessing organic brain damage, other factors have been shown
to influence the accuracy of design reproductions.

Mental

deficiency, cultural background, early age and :ex are among
those factors.

Attempts to demonstrate the effect: of per-

sonality traits have been few, but supportive.

Research into

the influence of personality on Bender performance has largely been group comparison designs.

The degree of overlap

found among groups has reduced the degree of confidence with
which the results can be applied to individual performance:.
The present study used a correlational approach to determine
how validly .tate and/or Trait Anxiety can be predicted from
Bender records.
Results indicated significantly more positive correlations
than chance between 22 of the Bender aeviations and deviations
scored for severity and both the jtate and Trait Anxiety
measures.

This supported the hypothesis that Bender devi-

ations are affected by the presence of anxiety.

A factor

analysis of the Bender records did not produce any robust
factors, probably because of the high sample homogeneity with

vi

respect to their i3ender performance.

Alpha coefficients

were increased from those obtained on the Deviation Total
and Deviation Severity scales by selecting two subscales from
each, based on the item-total coefficients of the deviations.
Correlations consequently increased with State and Trait Anxiety on three of the four subscales.

Lastly, a step-wise

multiple regression procedure was applied to both the Deviation Total and Deviation Severity scale to obtain multiple
Rs with :State and Trait Anxiety.
to increase the multiple R
thirteen steps.

Adding deviations continued

of the lists through eight to

Corrections for the small sample size esti-

mated the possible shrinkage of the multiple Rs.
Discussion focused on finding no correlations between are,
sex and Bender performance, as expected.

It also stressed

some of the procedural flaws and data assumptions, most noticeable of which was the need for a more reliable Bender
scoring blank for further research.

Finally, it was con-

cluded that the reults supported the hypothesis that Bender deviations are influenced by anxiety.

However, the re-

sults further pointed out that Bender deviations, as presently
defined, are affected by other factors as well.

It was there-

fore cautioned that sender reproductions should be considered
only a rough predictor of the presence and extent of anxiety
in an individual.

Indicators of Anxiety on Bender Records:
A Correlational Study
Kevin L. Jooley
.4estern Kentucky University

The Bender Gestalt Test has become the most widely
used psychological test in the United States today (Lubin,
Wallace, & Paine, 1971).

The original geometric figure:

were first introduced by Wertheimer in 1923.

Lauretta Ben-

der modified nine of these designs and used them to study
perceptual maturation.

The set currently printed by the

American Orthopsychiatric Association is a reproduction of
those figures.

The set consists of nine index-type, white,

unlined cards, each one having a different geometric derign
on one side.

The examinee is usually requested to copy each

of the designs, one at a time and freehand, on a separate
sheet of paper.

The reproductions are evaluated according to

how closely they resemble the original designs.

Bender's

work provided much of the impetus for the practice of using
the designs to test for organic brain damage (OBL).

since

then, research on the Bender has taken at least three major
directions: a) it's use as an indicator of OBL, b) the effects of variables such as age and cultural background on
Bender performance, and c) it's potential for implicating
personality traits or dynamics.

iiender Use for Diagnosing OBL
Research on the applicability of the Bender in Ca: e:
where OBD is suspect has largely been supportive.

Fjeld,

Small, Small, & Hayden (1966) compared the relative effica—
cy of the Bender, the Mental Status evaluation (MS) and the
2.:;G for diagnosing 03i).

The Bender wa: found uccurate

in

79,; of the 97 cases to whom all three tests wore administered.
No significant difference was found between tho Bondor's
accuracy and that of the EEG.
OBL cases.

The MS located ull 20 of the

In a similar type of study, Brilliant & Gynther

(1963) compared the relative performance of three psychol—
ogical tests frequently used when OBU is suspect: the Bender,
Benton Visual Retention Test and the Memory—for—Designs Test.
Judgments made with the Bender results led to the correct
diagnosis of 924 of the 0131) cases and 67; of the nonorganic
group.

It's combined group accuracy of diagnosis was

the aighest of the three tests.

Rosencrans & Schaffer (1969)

and Hain (1964) have concludea that the Bender is more
ensitive to diffuse

013i)

than to localized trauma, parietal

lobe lesions being one exception (Garron & C;heifetz, 1965).
Mosher & Smith (1965) have cautioned that the accurate repro—
duction of Bender figures by patients cannot rule out OBI.,
since great variability is observed in the performances of
OBD cases.

They do agree that the greater the frequency and

severity of design deviations

the greater the likelihood of

OBL.
Research on the Bender as a detector of OBD is hampered

by at least two problems.

The first is that a definite

diagnosis of OBiJ cases used in experiments often cannot be
made without an autopsy (Fjeld et al., 1966).

The second

problem is that the same type of deviation observed on the
Bender records of OBI, cases can also be found on records of
cases with just a psychogenic disorder.

Some of the research

has addressed this problem of differentiating functional and
organic disorders by Bender protocols ( e.g., Armstrong,
1965; Canter, 1971; Mosher & Smith, 1965; Rosencrans & Schaffer, 1969).

Attempts to improve the Bender's discriminating

power include Tolor's (1956, 1958) findings that OBD cases
recall fewer Bender designs than do nonorganic patients.
Hain (1964), Koppitz (1964), and Hutt (1969) have developed
configurational scoring systems that have increased the Benaer's capacity to discriminate between neurological and psychological dysfunctions.

Lastly, Canter's (1968, 1971)

Background Interference Procedure, which requires the examinee
to copy the Bender designs on a sheet of paper with wavy
lines, shows a great deal of promise.

Nevertheless, the de-

gree of overlap between functional and organic oerformance:.
on the Bender when using present methods of analysis cautions
against the use of the test as a singular, definitive measure of organicity.
Variables Influencinc Bender Performance
A second line of research has focused on the effects of
such variables as age, sex, intelligence, cultural background
and methods of administration on Bender performance.

Koppitz

(1964) provided separate norms for children under the age of
11, the age most children can be expected to reproduce all
the figures without error.

Iosencrans & Schaffer (1969) and

eznikoff & Olin (1957) correlated Poorer Bender Performance
with advanced age.

Bender performance does appear to be

affected by extremes in age (Niebuhr &

ohen, 1956).

Experimen-L, with the Bender have traditionally controlled
for the factor of sex.

Konnitz' (1964) norms for children

show a different rate of expected performance for boys and
girls each year to 11.

Individual: of both sexes above

11 can be expected to have sufficient perceptual-motor maturity to copy the designs without error.

Brilliant & Gynther

(1963), Donnelly & Murphy (1974), and Tolor (1960)

have

found that the relationship between sex and Bender performance
was negligible.
Intelligence has consistently been related to the frequency of Bender design deviations.

A mental ae below

1

usually involves insufficient Per-eptual-notor maturation
to accurately copy Bender figures.

Hutt (1969) described a

procedure where the maturation level observed on the Bender
record

of a mentally defective can be divided by the chro-

nological age

and multiplied by 100 to obtain a rough esti-

mate of intelligence.

It can be used in a similar fashion

with children (iallbrown & Viallbrown, 1975; Billingslea,
1963). Adolescents and adults above the mentally defective
range may be expected to cony Bender designs without error.
Cultural background has been shown to influence the

5
quality of Bender performance.

Piexotto (1954) found a signi-

ficant difference between the Bender records of five Hawaiian
subcultures.

Fanibanda (1973) observed that more American

students accentuated the square in Figure 4, and had fewer
gross distortions on Figure 2 than was observed in the records of a group of students from India.

These studies have

pointed to the necessity of developing separate norms for the
evaluation of Bender protocols obtained from individuals of
different cultural origins.
The method of administering the Bender was Etlso found to
influence performance.

Gravitz & Handler (1963) gave the test

to a group of 50 students who were told they were to copy
'nine° designs, and a group of 50 who were told to copy 'some'
designs.

Half of each group saw the stack of cards on the

table and half did not.

These four methods of administration

affected the scoring categories of Figure Seouenu, Figure
:ansioa ad the number of pages used to complete the task.
The greatest variance was observed in the group receiving the
'some-off' instructions.

This supported Hutt's (1969) con-

tention that a minimum of instructions maximizes the potential
for variance between individuals.

In summary, it appears that

extremes in age and low intelligence adversely influence
der performance.

Ben-

Protocols involving these variables must

be interpreted accordingly.

Results taken from individuals

of different cultural backgrounds must be evaluated with
caution as well.

Differences due to gender are probably in-

significant with adult records.

Lastly, the ambiguity of the

6.
test instru3tiolio a t)Jeur to nave an impact on bender per-

formance.
Psychodynamic Investigations of Bender Aecord
tl third major line of research has attempted to associate some scoring factor or factors observed on Bender protocols with a personality trait or dynamic.
have used at leat two approaches:

These stuaieE

a) attempts to - scribe an

inherent meaning or typical associations to each design, or
b) attempts to attribute some psychodynamic meaning to the
presence or absence of a scoring deviation.
One of the first attempts to determine common associations for jender designs was that of 6ucze4 & x
- aopfer (l952).
They asked college students to write down their free association to each design as it was projected on a screen in
front of them.
evaluation
a) typica
focusea, c,
design, ..1)
hypotheses.

The researchers developed a set of five

ategories which were extrapolated from the aata:
,)ciations, b) spot in the design where interest
ree of affective response elicited by the

value of each design, and e) interpretive
, Tolor (1357, 1360) attempted to develop a

method of ev,_,Ing free associations to Bender record.

In

the earlier stuay, he asked 50 patients to respond to the Bender designs in the same way they did to the i“)rschach plates.
He developed six evaluation categories:

a) rejection, b)

neutral responses, c) descriptive responses, d) letter of the
alphabet responses- , e) use of 'part of the design for a response, and f) a response which meaningfully integrate

all

7
Dart: of the design.

He then provided come information about

the samples' responses based on these categories.

Tolor's

later study used the semantic differential to determine the
evaluative, potency, and activity factors for each design.
His results, which showed a dissimilar pattern of descriptive
adjectives for each figure, suggested that there is a unique,
symbolic value for each design.

Greenbaum (1955) described

a procedure whereby the associations given by a patient are
inserted into the Word Association List (Hapaport, Gill, &
6'chafer, ,975).

He reported that approximately one third of

the associations were fruitful.

This line of research has

been sparse, and has lacked theoretical consistency.

However,

the data obtained through these studies do provide a few
tentative guidelines for interpreting figure associations.
The second line of research into the psychodynamic
meaning of Bender reproductions has centered on developing
a rationale for the presence or absence of a design deviation.
This experimental orientation can be further divided into
four subcategories: a) specific deviation research, b) evalu—
ation of Bender performance of groups said to have a certain
trait, c) factor analytic studies, and d) the development of
scales and/or rationales for the psychodynamic interpretation
of Bender record.

These four subcategories will now be dis—

cussed in turn.
Jpecific deviation research.

Design rotations anu con—

striction or expansion of the copied design have been two of

the design deviations receiving attention in the literature.

Griffith & Taylor (1960) reported significantly more OBD patients rotate designs than do patients with psychogenic disorders.

Fuller & Chagnon (1962) found rotation to be :-ensi-

tive to fitiure-,round disoarities.

Byrd (1956) found that

rotation was one of the scoring factors that discriminated
between a group of c711J.dren judg.id in 1..-d of psychotherapy
and a group juctzed well-adjusted.

Kitt (19C9

concluded in a

review of the literatur? on roatAoh :hat many
factors contribute to the preence of rotation.

i.fferent
It does not

appear associated with any one dynamic.
Kitay's (1950) stud

-)f design constrictioA and expan-

sion found that constricted Bender design reroductions wee
correlated with controlled affect as measured by tile Rorschach.
Increased size of the reproductions was related tc anoontrolled affect.

Johnson (1973) observed a positive c -Jrrela-

tion between Bender design constriction and an
scale on the

I2I.

21evat -,d D

Gavales & lallon (1960) failec

o der, a-

strate a relationship between situational anxiety and -Cc.
size of recalled Bender figures.

Brannigan & Benowttz (1975)

demonstrated a significant correlation between progressive
increase of copied designs and poor emotional control in
olescents.

Uneven change in fire size was also cotrelated

with resistive and unethics;.1 behavior.

In general, the re-

search literature has been quite consistent in correlating
design size deviations with the personality factor of emotionality.
Bender ,performance

groups, with specific traits. It

)
was shown by Leonard (1973) that a group of patients who were
judged suicidal produced more constricted design reproductions
and had greater difficulty with mild rotation on Figure 2 than
did a group of nonsuicidal controls.
found

jternberg & Levine (1965)

88; of a group that invaded the space in Figure 5 with

the vertical line of Figure 6 had suicidal ideation.

How-

ever, so did 44 °; of the group that did not exhibit the
deviation.
Two studies

investigated the performance of substance

abusers on the Bender.

Korin (1974) found that opiate users

pereverated more than a control group.

The addicts al:.o

rotated more designs, and their use of space war frequently
constricted.

jtory (1960) made five hypotheses about how

alchoholics should perform on the Bender based on his psychodynamic understanding of alchoholism.

The hypotheses

included a tendency to count dots (anxiety), difficulty with
tangential figures (difficulty with interpersonal relationships), and the two hexagons of Figure 7 would be separated
more frequently than chance (fear of homosexuality).
substantiated these hypotheses.

Result:

This study provided some

construct validity for the practice of 'reading' personality
traits or dynamic: from Bender protocol.
Bilu & Weiss (1974) tested their configurational analysis of Bender records.

They used seven scoring variable,

with each variable receiving a grade of milu, moderate or
severe.

This approach nelped to discriminate between a

group of inpatient and outpatient Israelis.

They found that

10

three of the seven scoring factors did not chow the expected
pattern of having more mild than moderate and more moderate
than severe deviations.

They also noted that certain de-

signs were more vulnerable to deviations than others.

This

experimental design is notable in two ways: it used a configurational rather than a sign approach, and it attempted to
account for both the presence and severity of a deviation.
Factor analytic studies.

Guertin's

(1952) factor

ytic study of the Bender protocols taken from 100 organic
and functionally disturbed patients yielded five relatively
independent factors: a) poor reality contact, b) design constriction, c) inconsistent spacing, d) carelessness, and e)
tendency toward curvilinear distortion.

In a later rtudy

(1954a), Guertin hypothesized that poor emotional control
underlies the tendency for curvilinear distortion because it
occurred most frequently in catatonic records.

He found

five clusterE of factors that accounted for most of the variance in schizophrenic record:-: unstable cloture, curvilinear
distortion , propensity for curvilinear distortion II, fragmentation and a tendency for curvilinear movement.

He related

the first factor to general underlying instability, the second to impulsivity, the third to emotional disorganization,
the fourth to misperceptions or attempts to avoid unpleasant
feelings, and the fifth to emotional conflicts with neurotictype defenses.

Guertin (1954b, 1955) also factor analyzed

the Bender records of two other samples of schizophrenics
and associated personality traits to the factors he found.

2sychodynamic interpretations of Bender performance.

A

fourth line of research about how personality ..ffects Bender
performance has been the development of scales or patterns
of design deviations that are said to implicate the presence
or absence of some personality trait.

This orientation has

been largely represented by Hutt's work from 1945 to date.
He developed two scales that are reported in his book The
Hutt Adaption of the Bender Gestalt (1)69).

The Psychopath-

ology scale is used to assess the severity of functional disorders by assigning a weighted numerical value to each design
deviation when it appears on a record.

Hutt reported that it

effectively discriminated between normal, neurotic and schizoorhrenic groulx.

Miller & Hutt (1975) reported a test-retest

reliability over a two week period for a group of schizophrenics of .32 for female: and .39 for males.

Inter: corer

reliability was .90.
Hutt (1969) also proposed a scale that measures an individual's tendencies toward perceptual approach-avoidance, or
Adience-Abience.

Hutt reasoned that a highly Abient person

tends to shut out or inhibit perceptual input.

He speculated

that this construct might be related to an individual's ability to benefit from psychotherapy.

Hutt & Miller (1975)

reported a tet-retest reliability of .91 over a two week
period.

The maintenance of that level of reliability even

though the scoring of the deviations changed as much as 23;
lends support for a configurational approach to the interpretation of Bender protocols.
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Hutt (969, 1970) also provided his method of projeclively interpreting Bender reproductions, a method he has
developed over a span of 25 years in clinical practice.

He

has hypothesized some psychodynamic meanings for many of the
deviations he defined in his system for evaluating the Bender, including signs of poor interpersonal relationships,
quality of planning skills, feelings of confusion and/or
inadequacy, as well as areas of internal conflict and defense
mechanisms.

LeCato & Wicks (1976) and Lerner (1,;,;72) have

likewise proposed rationales for interpreting Bender records
with respect to personality traits.

Although their rationales

for the interpretations are quite insightful and are based on
considerable clincial observation, there has not been much,
albeit supportive, research eviuence on which to base these
rationales.
A second problem associated with the projective use
of the Bender results is that most of the studies have used
group comcarison statistics.

ienerally, there has been enough

overlap between groups to make the application of the results
rather tenuous for individual cases.

Yet the Bender is

virtually always used for diagnosing individuals.

It is

important to obtain some measure of the magnitude of a relationship between Bender deviations and personality traits
before projective interpretations of Bender records can be
made with confidence.
Present research Problem
Hutt (1969, Ch.

) has hypothesized that a number of

1

Bender design deviations are affected by anxiety.

According

to psychdynamic theory, anxiety signals underlying conflict
and is considered a clinically important symptom.

It is

hypothesized that a significant correlation exists between
the presence of certain Bender deviations, as defined by
Hutt's system, and a self-report measure of anxiety, the
itate-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Speilberger, Gorsuch, 5:
Lushene, :970).

Just which deviations are correlated with

the 6TAI is not known at this time.

Hutt has cautioned that

such a relationship might not be linear.
was undertaken to

The present study

propose a model for researching the

Bender as a measure of personality, and 2) to test the
model's present performance by a) determining which deviations can be correlated with anxiety, and b) finding which
combinations of design deviations improve the Bender's power
to predict the presence and degree of anxiety in individual
cases.

Method
Patients were comprised of 14 male and 36 female clients
of a Family 6ervice Agency in Michigan.
to 51.

Ages varied from 18

Each patient was approached before their interview

and asked to participate in an experiment that required them
to copy a few geometric designs and fill out a short questionnaire.

The patients were guaranteed anonymity.

Each

patient was individually ushered into a private room by the
experimenter and given the STAI and Bender in a counterbalanced fashion.

The Hutt (1969, p. 53) method for administer-

ing the Oopy phase of the Bender was followed.

Age and sex

.)f. each patient was marked on the protocol after the testing
was completed.

These, with the date of teting, served as

the identifying numbers.

Protocols were L-cored by the exper-

imenter after all testing was completed, the Bender reults
first, to insure blindness of the 6TAI scores.
Bender results were placed on a scoring blank that was
developed for the study.

The sheet ( see Appendix A) listed

the deviations defined by Hutt along 26 rows.

Nine columns

across the rows provided space to mark on which design a
deviation occurred.

A tenth column was drawn to mark the

presence or absence of each deviation in a record.

An eleventh

column provided a place to 'put a number from 1 to 4 which represented the severity of a deviation when it occurred.
14

At the

end of each row were the definitions of each deviation's
severity.

.,here possible, these definitions followed Hutt's

idea of mild—moderate—severe, as outlined by his system.

If

the system did not provide a mild—moderate—severe grade
for a deviation, the present experimenter modified the severity
scoring on that deviation so as to obtain a three level nev—
erity grading.

These modifications were based on the experi—

menter's experience and assumptions about how anxiety would
likely influence the reproductions.

The scoring blank demon—

strated how ofteil a deviation occurred and on which designs.
It also provided a 'eviation Total score by adding the tally
(present = 1, absent = 0) in the 1)eviation Present/Absent
column.

A .Jeviation Severity score was obtained by summing

the number:- repreenting the severity of the deviation (ab—
mild = 2, moderate = 3, severe = 4) that were put

sent =

in the Deviation Severity column.
The standard edition of the Bender cards which are
printed by the American Orthopsychiatric Association were
used instead of Hutt's adaption of the designs, since the
results would have greater applicability with the more widely
used set.

The measurements Hutt described for determining

the deviation Abnormal Use of Space II (Hutt, 1969, p. 76)
were proportionately enlarged to suit the standard edition.
The jTAI was chosen because it provided a measure for
State (situational) and Trait (characteristic) Anxiety in
earlier samples (Joesting, 1975; Gaudry, Vagg, & Speilberger,
1975).

It war anticipated that the 3TAI might provide infor-

16

ma-Lion about which deviations are most symptomatic of transient anxiety

anu whicxi are associated with characteristic

anxiety.
Each patient's State and Trait Anxiety score were placed
on computer cards with

his age and sex.

The presence or

absence of a deviation ana it's severity score were also
included.

Four of the deviations (

LL10.2.1
:Rotation,

Card Rota-

tion, Fragmentationpand Elaboration or Doodlirl,c) occurred less
than three times each, so they were drooped from the analysis.
The deviation Total and Deviation Severity score for each
patient were included on their respective cara.
The first step in the data analysis involved a X 2 performed on the number of significant correlations found between
the design deviations and State and Trait Anxiety.

It wa!

realized that one could obtain a small number of significant
correlations by chance alone, when computing a large number
of coefficients.
The second group of statistical procedures focused on
obtainin6 a group of deviations that would be useful in predicting anxiety from Bender performance.

The first procedure

was a factor analysis of the Deviation Total and Deviation
Severity scales in an attempt to define clusters of deviations
that might be correlated with State and/or Trait Anxiety.

A

second procedure attempted to develop an internally consistent
scale of deviations to predict anxiety.

This was done by

first obtaining the 22 item-total coefficients for the Deviation Total and Deviation Severity scale.

Deviations with
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the highest item—total coefficients were chosen in order to
delete those deviations from the subscale that contributed
little to the common factor variance and rubscale reliability.
A gap in the ranking of item—total coefficients war observed
between the fifth and sixth highert valuer in the Deviation
Total scale.

These five items served as the 'Tot 5' subscale.

The ten higheFt item—total values in the Deviation Total
scale became the 'Tot 10' subscale.

The same procedure war

used to select the 'jev 4' and 'jev 10' subscaler from the
Deviation jeverity scale.

Alpha coefficients were computed

for each of the four subscales, and each was correlated with
Jtate and Trait Anxiety.

A third procedure for obtaining

a group of Bender deviations from which to predict anxiety was
the computation of four sets of step—wise multiple regrer—
sions.

The Deviation Total and Deviation severity scales

were regressed each with 3tate and Trait Anxiety.

The mul—

tiple R procedure war considered the central focus of the
Ftudy.

itesults
ender was not founu to oe significantly correlatea
with either State, r = .009, Trait, r = .027, Anxiety, or
with the Deviation Total, r = .i24, or the Deviation Severity, r = .167, scale.

Although age did not appear to in-

fluence Bender performance in this sample, it was found
negatively correlated, r = -.36, with Trait Anxiety, i.e.,
the greater the age of the patient, the less the Trait Anxiety.

Also, a substantial amount of communality, r = .64,

was observed between the State an

Trait Anxiety scales from

the present sample.
The sample exhibited a higher degree of homogeneity
with respect to Bender performance than was expectea.

The

Deviation Total scale had a M = 10.14 and a 31) of 2.7.

The

everity scale showed a LI = 36.76 and a SD of 3.73.

Deviation

Correlations were expected to be lower as a function of the
small Bender variance.
was 10.98.
of 9.31.

The

tate Anxiety M was 35.42 and SD

The Trait Anxiety scale had a M of 37.98 and SD

These were compared to two groups reported by Speil-

berger et al., (1970):

the psychiatric group had a State Anx-

iety M of 47.74 and SL of 13.24, and a Trait Anxiety M of
46.62 and SL of 12.41.

In contrast, their group of female

college students (normals) had a State Anxiety M = 35.12 and
SD = 9.25.

Their Trait Anxiety Id was 38.25 and SD = 9.14.
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It appeared that the current sample'

performance on the jTAI

more closely resembled the performance of a normal rather
than a psychiatrically disturbed group.
The X2

results demonstrateu a greater than chance, 2<001,

numb - r of significant coefficients from the 3- correlations
computed between the items on the lieviation Total and lieviation
Severity scales and State and Trait Anxiety. ( bnormal Use of
Sacs II was accidently deleted from the lieviation Total scale.)
This supported the hypotliesis that anxiety contributed to the
occurrence of Bender deviations.

As seen in Table 1, six de-

viations were found to be correlated, 2<.05, with one or both
of the anxiety measures.

The number of correlations increased

to eight when the deviations were scored for severity.
the coefficients increased for only two of the
viations when scored for E- everity.

However,

_.:1)( original de-

It is likely that these

fluctuations in the magnitude of the coefficients were due to
chance (measurement error) ratner than representing any trend.
One deviation, Redrawing of Total Figure, was found to be
negatively correlated with Trait Anxiety.

The overall low

magnitude of correlations caution against predicting anxiety
from any single deviation.

inis finding was consistent with

the failure of past research to find a Bender 'sign' to predict other traits, such as suicidal ideation or organicity.
The principle components analysis with verimax rotation
of the lieviation Total and lieviation severity scales did not
produce any deviation clusters that were useful in explicating
the Bender performance of the current sample.

A review of the
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TABLE 1
Correlations That Obtained an Acceptable Level of
Significance Between Bender Deviations and the
State-Trait Anxiety Measures
r with STAI

r with STAI

Deviation

ate Anxiety

Abnormal Use of Space I

.295*

.269*

Crossing Difficulty

.158

.263*

Curvature Difficulty

.295*

.242*

Perceptual Rotation

.302*

.342*

simplification

.273*

.137

itedrawing of Tot. Fig.

-.043

Trait Anxiety

-.255*

items Scored for Deviation Severity
Abnormal Use of Space I

.295*

.353*

.,JrossiaL. Difficulty

.036

.246*

aurvature Difficulty

.409*

.303*

perceptual Rotation

.283*

.297*

Simplification

.236*

.062

Redrawing of lot. Fig.

-.009

-.224

Change in Angulation

.243*

-.034

Inconsistency in -Direction
of Movement

.239*

.205

*2(.05
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correlation matrix for the Deviation Total scale found no
coefficients above .31, and only

9 above .25, out of 31•

correlations ( bnormal Use of Jpace II was accidently deleted
from the analysis.)

The eight weak factors were each defined

by a single deviation, with the exception of the first factor.

Factor 1 was defined by Deviation and Inconsistency in

Direction of 1::ovement; Factor s by Curvature Difficulty; Factor

3 by collision; Factor 4 by Crossing Difficulty; Factor 5 by
Abnormal Line %-uality.; Factor 6 by Retrogression; Factor 7
by 2erceptual Rotation; and Factor 3 by Progressive Increase
or Decrease in Figure Jize.

The analysis of the Deviation

jeverity scale exhibited a similar pattern of low correlations
in it's matrix.

It was expected that the high degree of sam-

ple homogeneity with respect to the Bender performance contributed to the low item-to-item coefficients and therefore
to the absence of robust factors.

This method of selecting

deviations for a Bender anxiety subscale was consequently
abandoned.
The alpha coefficients for the Deviation Total and Deviation Severity scales are .)recented in Tables 2 and 3 along
with their correlations with state and Trait Anxiety.

The two

Bender scales appeared positively correlated with both jtate
and Trait Anxiety, despite their Door reliabilities.

This

offered further support for the hypothesis that Bender performance is influenced by both situational and characteristic
anxiety.

The deviations selected for the subscales are also

presented in Tables 2 and 3, as well as their respective alpha

TABLE 2
bender Deviation Total Subscale
Composition and Alpha Level

Correlations with:
Alpha

State

Trait

Level

Anxiety

Anxiety.

Deviation Total Scale

.233

.442*

.296*

'Tot 10' Subscale

.336

.356*

.134

.512

.131

.040

Abnormal Sequence
1.)erceptual Rotation
Redrawing of Tot. Fig.
Deviation in Dir. of Move.
Inconsistent Dir. of Move.
'Tot 5' Subscale (items alflo
included in 'Tot 10')
Closing Difficulty
Curvature -Difficulty
Change in Angulation
Retrogression
tuality
Abnormal Line .

*E 4.05

TABLE 3
.ender Deviation Severity Subscale
Composition and Alpha Levels.

Correlations with:

Deviation severity

cale

'Sev 10' Subscale

Alpha

State

Trait

Level

Anxiety

Anxiety

p361

.447*

.353*

.553

.443*

.327*

.436

•418*

.353*

Abnormal Use of space I
Overall Incr/Decr. in Fig.
Change in Angulation
Retrogression
Simplification
Leviation in Dir. of Move.
*Jev 4' jubscale (items also
included in 'Soy 10')
Abnormal Use of Space II
Curvature Difficulty
Inconsistent Dir. of Move.
Abnormal Line .-ualitzi

*2 .05
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levelr and correlations with the jtate and Trait iinxiety
measures.

The procedure of selecting items based on their

item—total coefficients appeared to increase the alpha levels
of the subscales in relation to the alphas obtained for the
Deviation Total anu Deviation jeverity scales.

jcoring for

severity seemed to improve the internal consistency of the
subscales, and therefore their correlations with the anxiety
measures.

The lower alpha observed in the 16ev 4' subscale

in relation to the '.jev 10' subscale is likely due to the
latter's greater length.

It was noted that the 'Tot

sub—

scale had a higher alpha than the 'Tot 10' or Deviation Total
scales, but did not correlate with either of the aLxiety
measures.

iione of the subscales appeared to obtain a suffi—

cient level of internal consistency or magnitude of correlation
with jtate or Trait Anxiety to warrant their use as definitive
predictors of anxiety.
The Deviation Total scale items included in the step—
wise multiple regressions are presented in Table 4.

The

correlation obtained with the addition of each item to the
list is also shown, along with it's F ratio.

The F ratio

is used to determine the level of confidence one may have
that the addition of an item significantly improves the list's
Power to predict the dependent variable.

The multiple h

between the Deviation Total items and .3-tate Anxiety continued
to increase through 13 items.

The addition of 10 Deviation

.Total items significantly increased the multiple R with the
Trait Anxiety scale.

Table

by regressing the Deviation

5 presents the results obtained
everity items with the

tate and

TABLE 4
Rate of 11ultiple R Increase Between Bender
Deviations and State and Trait Anxiety as
a Function of Adding Items
Multiple R with
State Anxiety

df

F

Perceptual Rotation

.302

1/48

4.83**

Simplification

.421

2/47

4.91**

Deviation in Dir. of Move.

.526

3/46

6.33**

Abnormal Use of Space I

.592

4/45

5.14**

Overall Incr/ecr of Figs.

.633

5/44

4.16**

Abnormal Position lot Draw.

.667

6/43

3.01*

Curvature Difficulty

.697

7,/42

3.29**

Crossing Difficulty

.728

8/41

3.35**

Retrogression

.750

9/40

2.93**

Change in Angulation

.775

10/39

3.75**

Isolated Incr/Decr of Fig.

.739

11/33

2.15*

Progressive Incr/jJecr of Figs. .303

12/37

2.32*

Abnormal Use of Margin

.813

13/36

2.81*

Abnormal Line .4.uality

.329

14/35

1.92

Multiple R Corrected for
Sample Size

.46

±,t]

TABLE 4 (continued)
ultiple h with
state Li:IL:12-111

df

F

Perceptual Rotation

.342

1/43

6.38**

Crossing Jifficulty

.372

2/47

6.39**

Abnormal Use of jpace I

.538

3/46

4.29**

Curvature lAfficulty

.606

4/45

5.60**

Redrawing of Tot. Fig.

.671

5/44

6.57**

Progressive Incr/ecr. of Figs. .692

6/43

2.41*

Closing Difficulty

.715

7/42

2.30*

Perseveration

.734

3/41

2.34*

Abnormal Position 1st Draw.

.771

9/40

jimplification

.736

10/39

2.50*

Overall Incr/Jecr of Figs.

.793

11/38

1.36

Multiple R Corrected for
jample jize

.37

*2 <.05
**2
.< .01

TABLE 5
Rates of Multiple R Increace Between Bendcr
Deviations Scored for Severity and State and
Trait Anxiety as a Function of Adding Item:7!

with
Multiple R ---state Anxiety
Curvature Difficulty

.409

1/48

F
_
9.65**

Abnormal Use of Space I

.497

2/47

5.01**

Abnormal Position 1st Draw.

.536

3/46

2.60

'Jimplification

.567

4/45

2.22

Perceptual Rotation

.599

5/44

2.63*

.637

6/43

3.36**

Collision

.672

7/42

3.50*

Abnormal Sequence

.696

8/41

2.64

Retrogression

.706

9/40

..15

Multiple R Corrected for
Jample Size

.12

eviation in Dir. of Move.

df

Multiple R with
4111
.12L.LLL
Trait :

df

Abnormal Use of Space I

.353

1/48

F
_
6.85**

Curvature Difficulty

.453

2/47

5.10**

Crossing Difficulty

.519

3/46

3.71*

Redrawing of Tot. Fig.

.572

4/45

3.90**

Collision

.604

5/44

2.60*

Progressive Incr/Decr of Figs. .634

6/43

2.68*
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TABLE 5 (continued)
Multiple R with
Trait ;inxiety,

df

F

Perceptual Rotation

.665

7/42

2.99*

jhange in Angulation

.639

8/43

2.60*

Overall IncriJecr of Figs.

.708

9/42

2.13*

jlosure .Difficulty

.722

10/41

Liultiple R Corrected for
Sample Size
ii -o< .05
**o< .01

1.56
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'Irait Anxiety measure:.

..ewer

eviation Severity items

significantly contributed to the multiple Rs with state
and Trait Anxiety, nor was the magnitude of the relationship obtained as large as that found with the Deviation Total
items.
Nunnally (1967) cautioned that multiple Rs are usually
biased upwards in a small sample.

He provided a formula for

estimating the possible shrinkage of the coefficient when
going from any sample size to an infinitely large sample.
The multiple R between the Deviation Total scale items and
Jtate Anxiety when corrected for sample size was .4..
corrected multiple R with Trait Anxiety was .37.

The

A corrected

multiple R of .12 and .16 was obtained between the jeviation
jeverity and the State and Trait Anxiety measure:., respectively.
This does not mean that the original multiple h values would
necessarily shrink that much.

It does show how much the

coefficients could be inflated due to sampling error.

Jiscussion
The step—wise multiple regreLsion procedure selected
deviations based on their ability to account for the scale
variance with respect to the anxiety measure.

This pre—

selection of items often taxes advantage of chance in that
some of the correlations might be inflated through sampling
error (Nunnally, i907).

The degree to which one might taAe

advantage of chance is inversely related to sample size and
the number of items from which the selection took place.

The

shrinkage formula employed in the study provided some e:ti—
mation of how much the multiple Rs might shrink with a much
larger sample.

Before any confidence can be placea in the

magnitude of the multiple its obtained in this study, it is
necessary that the design be replicated with a much larger
sample and the results be compared.
No significant correlation was found between Bender per—
formance and age or sex, as was expecteu.

It is not known

why hedrawini of Total Fi4;ure was negatively correlated with
Trait Anxiety.

hutt hypothesized that a second attempt to

draw a design may signify the lac A of anticipatory planning
on the first attempt.

This lacA of planning may be related

to the impulsive, undelayed behavior frequently associated
with Character disoraerL, as is the noticeable relief from
overt anxiety.
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The infre.luent occurrence of the four deviations that
were deleted from the data analysis (aper and Card notation,
Fragmentation, and Llaboration or Doodling) may have been a
result of the sampling procedure;:.

aper and Card Rotation

have been interpreted as symptomatic of oppositional ten—
dencies in people (Autt, 1969).

6uch negativistic individ—

uals might be expected to not volunteer for the study.
circularity of this arguement is acknowledged.

The

Fra;-7mentation

and Elaboration or iJoodlin&- have been considered indicators
of severe pathology.

The present sample was selected to avoid

such extreme.
Jample selection also may have been partly responsible
for the homogeneous Bender performance.

jince the procedure

attempted to exclude the perceptualmotor dysfunctions for
which the Bender designs were originally chosen, the lack of
variance in the present sample could have been expected.

This

may be a reason for the failure of some previous research de—
signs (e.g. Leonard, 1973, Haynes, 1970) to discriminate well
between groups on just Bender results when organicity was
not pre:- ent.
A

cecond probable factor contributing to the homoge—

neous Bender performance was the record blank used in the
study.

There were at least two possible lzhortcomings in

the blank.

The first was the assumption that a monotonic

relationship existed between anxiety and deviation severity
for all deviations.

It might have been that a moderate or

mild grade of a deviation on some items was indicative of
greater anxiety than the severe graue, and therefore

kiouid

have received the higher weight.

summing the weighted :: -core::,

some of which could have been nonmonotonic, would have decreased the variance on the iieviation

everity scale.

The second potential source of error in the Bender
record blank relates to the preent experimenter's clinical
judgment when assigning deviation severity weights where Hutt's
system did not provide the mildmoderate-severe grade: on
For example, the experimenter rea-

some of the deviations.

soned that placing the first design in the extreme upper
left-hand corner of the paper constituted a moderate degree
of anxiety and was given a deviation severity weight of 3.
L;evere Abnormal Position of First L)rawing was defined by the
experimenter as positioning the first design in the lower
right-hand corner of the

a.per, possibly indicating the

patient's inability to maintain conventional placement in
the face of overwhelming stress.

However, positioning the

first drawing in the lower right-hand corner could have been
a manifestation of negativism and not aeserving the greater
weight.

The development of an empirical mild-moderate-severe

grading system for those deviations not already

ssigned

such levels is needed to insure accuracy of scoring in further studies.
The development of a scoring blank that accurately defines deviation severities and weights may not be very useful
in clinical practice.

However, a research form for scoring

Bender records might come close to generating the interval
scale ..0,uality data needed in order to apply the more powerful,
advanced statistical procedures.

Jome of those procedure..
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have been modeled in the present study.

It is not known if

the data generated by the current scoring blank approached
Interval scale ::uality, putting in question the appropriateness of the statistical procedure:.

iievertheless, some esti-

mation of how validly the presence of anxiety could be predicted from Bender deviations was needed and obtained.

It

appears that both situational and characteristic anxiety does
adversely influence Bender performance.

ome deviations, such

as 2erceptual rotation and curvature lAfficultl-, seem more affected by anxiety than others.

Yet the mediocre aloha levels

of the subscales, low correlations of many of the deviations
with State and Trait Anxiety, and multiple is point out that
Bender reproductions appear influenced by other variables as
well as anxiety.

The failure of the 'Tot

51 subscale to cor-

relate with either of the anxiety measures despite it's alpha
level attested to this.

The capacity for duantifying Bender

recor s using current systems of scorin

seems too crude af

yet to sufficiently discriminate between the influence of
the many possible factors contributing to the deviations.
Therefore, it is cautioned that Bender resultf be considered
only a very rough means to assess an individual's level of
anxiety.

,ihether or not a scoring system can be developed or

modified which discriminates well between the organic, personality and environmental factors that influence Bender performance
remains to be seen.
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Bender Scoring Blank
.
Abnormal
Sequence
Abnormal Position
of 18t Drawing
,
..
Abnormal Use:
of Space I
Abnormal Use
of Space Ii
4
Collision or Collision Tendency
Abnormal Use
of Yargin
Paper
Rotation
Card
Rotation
Overall Incr/Decr
in Fig. Size
44
A
Progressive Incr/Decr
in Fig. Size
. - 4
.
Isolated Incr/Decr
in Fig Size
.
Closing
Difficulty
Crossing
Difficulty
.
Curvature
Difficulty
.4 4
- ,
Change in
kngulation
.
Perceptual
Rotation
Retrogressicn
_
I

A
•

A

4.

I•.

,

i
,
1
-

I•

4

A

,

,

.

A

I

,

I

•

I

•

I

I

•

I.

I

4••

...•

1 -absent, 2-mild, '=moderate, 4=severe
.

AIa.

I

1.nomsl, ?.overly methodical, 3-irregular
4-confused
1..normal, 2-in middle third or upper right
corner. 3-left upper corner, 4-bottom third
1 -absent, 2.1 or 2 times, 3.A or 4 or 5 times,
4=6. 7 or 8 times
times, A=4, 5 or 6 time!5
1.absent, 2.1, 2 or
times
9
or
8
4.7.
1..absent, 2-mild or mod. col. tend., 3.extreml
col. tend. or mild ccl.. 4.mod, or extr. col.
1.absent, 2.4 or 5 placements, A=6 or 7 place.
tents. 4-8 or a plecements
1.absent, 2-1 or 2 times, 3=3 to 8 times,
4.811 times
1=absent, 2=1, 2 or 7 times, 74, 5 or 6
times. 4=7. 8 or 9 times
1.absent, 2..4 or 5 times, 3.6 or 7 times,
4.8 or2 times
1 -absent. 2=( figures, 7=7 or P figures,
4=811 figures
1.abeent, 2-1 time, 3.2 times, 4=3 times

I

4.etsent, 2-mild, 3-moderAte, 4-severe
1-absent, 2-mild, 3-moderate, 4-severe

,
lb.

•

,

4 -absent, 2.1 time, !..2 or 3 times, 4.4 or
5 times
1-absent, 2-mild, 3-moderate, 4-severe
1-absent, 2-mild, '=moderato, 4-severe

.
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Simplification

1
,

2.

1-ebrent, 2-r:ild, 1-moderate, 4.revere

Fragmentation

1-abrent, 7.mild, 3roder8te, 4.re-fere

ONerlapping
Difficulty
Elaboration
or Doodling
Perseveration

1-a1rent, 2,," fliure, .3-2 figurer, 4=7 figurel
.
A

•

4.•

1-absent, 2-trild, 3-moderate, 4.revere
-•

Redrawing cf
Total Figure
Deviation in Direction of Movement
Inconsistency in Direction of Movement
..
Abnormal
Line Q4ality

•

-

,

.•

1.
•

TOTALS:

1-absent, 2-id, 'moderate, 4-revere

A

A

4

.

A

41.--

-

,

-

"-absent, 2.mild, .moderate, 4.severe
".absent, 7./, ? or 3 times, 3..4, 5 or 6
times. 4n7, 8 or 9 times
1-absent, 2.1 change, 3-2 changes, 4=3 or
more changes
1-absent, 2csn 1, 2 or 3 figures, 3. on 4,
5 or 6 figuresj 4. on 7. 8 or 9 figures

Round off decimal to next highest whole numbe

